
Year 4:   Autumn  1 

Link 1:   know how to produce a hitch kick and a hang when landing a long jump 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve 

Share read about athletics.  

Revise what they have learnt so far about long jumping. 

Watch a video of long jumpers with a hitch kick and a hang kick into the pit: 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=straddle+kick+technique+in+long+jump&&view=detail&mid=CF317E0D671

2CA82F081CF317E0D6712CA82F081&rvsmid=6B0CFDE9AAC43A6DCE136B0CFDE9AAC43A6DCE13&FORM=VDQ

VAP  

Watch the different landings and tactics e.g. the hitch kick and the hang technique. Try both out.  

Count out the number of steps to the board. Practise elevating upwards from the take off board, Practise the two 

different types of jump. Learn how to mark the distance of their jumps. Start recording and trying to improve the 

length of their jumps and the techniques.  

 

Link 2:   know how to complete a triple jump 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve 

Share read about athletics.  

Revise what they have learnt so far about long jumping. 

Watch a video of triple jumpers: 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=triple+jump&&view=detail&mid=75879C82E928D6AC39BA75879C82E928

D6AC39BA&&FORM=VRDGAR  

Learn how to hop on one foot, then step onto the opposite foot before taking off to jump. 

When ready move onto running and then hopping. Learn the sequence of moves and improve technique.  

 

Link 3:   know how to complete a high jump 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve 

Share read about athletics.  

Revise what they have learnt so far about long jumping and triple jumping 

Watch a video of high jumpers 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=high+jump+1950&&view=detail&mid=B00670639192AA34A470B00670639

192AA34A470&&FORM=VRDGAR  

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=high+jump+1980&&view=detail&mid=0267DFBE51077A57B01D0267DFBE

51077A57B01D&&FORM=VRDGAR  

Learn how to raise high from a take off over a modified high jump.  

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=straddle+kick+technique+in+long+jump&&view=detail&mid=CF317E0D6712CA82F081CF317E0D6712CA82F081&rvsmid=6B0CFDE9AAC43A6DCE136B0CFDE9AAC43A6DCE13&FORM=VDQVAP
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=straddle+kick+technique+in+long+jump&&view=detail&mid=CF317E0D6712CA82F081CF317E0D6712CA82F081&rvsmid=6B0CFDE9AAC43A6DCE136B0CFDE9AAC43A6DCE13&FORM=VDQVAP
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=straddle+kick+technique+in+long+jump&&view=detail&mid=CF317E0D6712CA82F081CF317E0D6712CA82F081&rvsmid=6B0CFDE9AAC43A6DCE136B0CFDE9AAC43A6DCE13&FORM=VDQVAP
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=triple+jump&&view=detail&mid=75879C82E928D6AC39BA75879C82E928D6AC39BA&&FORM=VRDGAR
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=triple+jump&&view=detail&mid=75879C82E928D6AC39BA75879C82E928D6AC39BA&&FORM=VRDGAR
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=high+jump+1950&&view=detail&mid=B00670639192AA34A470B00670639192AA34A470&&FORM=VRDGAR
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=high+jump+1950&&view=detail&mid=B00670639192AA34A470B00670639192AA34A470&&FORM=VRDGAR
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=high+jump+1980&&view=detail&mid=0267DFBE51077A57B01D0267DFBE51077A57B01D&&FORM=VRDGAR
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=high+jump+1980&&view=detail&mid=0267DFBE51077A57B01D0267DFBE51077A57B01D&&FORM=VRDGAR


Link 4:   know how to complete a hurdles race 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve 

Share read about athletics.  

Revise what they have learnt so far about long jumping, triple jumping and high jumping. 

Learn that the hurdles is like a modified sprint and hurdlers pick a take off leg that they prefer and count steps 

between them.  

Try a modified hurdle race to choose their preferred leading and trailing legs and start a time recording chart.   

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:     Know how to complete a series of athletic jumping events 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve 

Share read about athletics.  

Revise what they have learnt so far about long jumping, triple jumping and high jumping and hurdling. 

Increase their heights, lengths and reduce their times by improving their techniques.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 4:    Autumn  2: 

Link 1:   know what the netball zones are for on the court 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve 

Share read about netball.  

Watch a video of netball and take note of the different zones and areas in which players can move.  

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=netball+&&view=detail&mid=FDE1C913220057883842FDE1C91322005788

3842&&FORM=VDRVRV  

Revise how to pass the ball and some of the rules e.g. not moving with the ball, no contact with players.  

Learn about the different netball player positions and where they can and cannot move. 

Play games and drills in small groups to practise not moving into different zones.  

Practise passing the ball up and down the court but also adhering to the different zones.  

Play netball drills:  https://www.teachpe.com/netball/index.php  

 

Link 2:   know how to defend and attack in netball 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve 

Share read about netball.  

Watch a video of netball matches. Learn some of the rules and skills. 

Revise the zones and the players’ positions.  

Learn some footwork drills e.g. strides, catching and striding.  

Leran how to encourage others in the team and to give them confidence.  

Play small-sided games practising their skills.  Write about some netball skills.  

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:     Know how to play a netball game 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve 

Share read about netball.  

Revise the zones and the rules. 

Play small-sided games focusing on the zones.  

 

Link 1:   know how to hold and pass a rugby ball 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=netball+&&view=detail&mid=FDE1C913220057883842FDE1C913220057883842&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=netball+&&view=detail&mid=FDE1C913220057883842FDE1C913220057883842&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.teachpe.com/netball/index.php


Share read about rugby. 

Learn how to hold a rugby ball. Learn how to walk and then run with the ball.  

Learn how to pass the ball and that any pass the hands must point backwards.  

Watch a video of passing 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=rugby+passing&&view=detail&mid=0806FE0C2A70157AA2A20806FE0C2A

70157AA2A2&&FORM=VRDGAR  

Learn how to communicate with the passer e.g. with eyes, vocally. 

Learn how to pass and catch the ball. 

Play passing drills when still, when walking, when running.  

 

Link 2:   know how to throw the ball in for a line out 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve 

Share read about rugby. 

Revise passing and catching skills. 

Play passing drills. 

Learn what happens when the ball goes out.  

Practise mini-line outs.  

 

Link 3:   know how to score a try 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve 

Share read about rugby. 

Revise passing and catching skills and line outs. 

Play passing drills. 

Learn about the zones on a rugby field and how to score a try.  

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:     Know how to play a rugby 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve 

Learn the rules of tag rugby. Play small-sided games. Write a contrast of rugby with football.  

Share read about rugby. 

Revise passing and catching skills and line outs. 

Play passing drills. 

Revise the zones on a rugby field and how to score a try.  

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=rugby+passing&&view=detail&mid=0806FE0C2A70157AA2A20806FE0C2A70157AA2A2&&FORM=VRDGAR
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=rugby+passing&&view=detail&mid=0806FE0C2A70157AA2A20806FE0C2A70157AA2A2&&FORM=VRDGAR


Play small-sided game.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 4:    Spring  1 

Link 1:   know how to be confident in the water 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve 

Know some rules of being safe in a swimming pool e.g. not running, not weeing, not ducking someone. 

Learn some water confidence activities to gain confidence in the water and getting water on the face e.g. dipping 

head in the water to find an object on the pool floor; jumping and leaping on the sport; walking in the water.  

With floatation aid, hold onto the side of the pool and kick. 

 

Link 2:   know how to complete a front crawl kick 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve 

Revise some rules of being safe in a swimming pool e.g. not running, not weeing, not ducking someone. 

Revise and play some water confidence activities to gain confidence in the water and getting water on the face e.g. 

dipping head in the water to find an object on the pool floor; jumping and leaping on the sport; walking in the water.  

With floatation aid: 

hold onto the side of the pool and kick. 

 Kick the width of the pool. 

 Learn how to point their feet and how this helps them to move in water. 

 

Link 3:   know how to complete front crawl arms 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve 

Revise some rules of being safe in a swimming pool e.g. not running, not weeing, not ducking someone. 

Revise and play some water confidence activities to gain confidence in the water and getting water on the face e.g. 

dipping head in the water to find an object on the pool floor; jumping and leaping on the sport; walking in the water.  

With floatation aids on their arms,  

Learn how to move their arms front crawl style 

Learn how to hold the water and push it to the side of them 

 Learn how to point their feet and how this helps them to move in water. 

 

Link 4:   know how to complete front crawl 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve 



Revise some rules of being safe in a swimming pool e.g. not running, not weeing, not ducking someone. 

Revise and play some water confidence activities to gain confidence in the water and getting water on the face e.g. 

dipping head in the water to find an object on the pool floor; jumping and leaping on the sport; walking in the water.  

Combine the arms and legs to complete the front crawl. 

Try to complete the crawl without floatation aids. 

 

Link 5:   know how to complete a back crawl kick 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve 

Revise some rules of being safe in a swimming pool e.g. not running, not weeing, not ducking someone. 

Revise and play some water confidence activities to gain confidence in the water and getting water on the face e.g. 

dipping head in the water to find an object on the pool floor; jumping and leaping on the sport; walking in the water.  

Revise front crawl kickc and why and how it works. 

With floatation aid: 

hold onto the side of the pool on their backs and kick. 

 Kick the width of the pool on their backs 

                Learn how to look at the ceiling to help to guide themselves 

 

Link 6:   know how to complete a back crawl arms 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve 

Revise some rules of being safe in a swimming pool e.g. not running, not weeing, not ducking someone. 

Revise and play some water confidence activities to gain confidence in the water and getting water on the face e.g. 

dipping head in the water to find an object on the pool floor; jumping and leaping on the sport; walking in the water.  

Revise the front crawl arms. 

With floatation aid: 

Learn how to put their arms behind them and draw the water to their sides while on their backs 

Learn how to keep their heads still as they swim on their backs 

 

Link 7:   know how to complete a breast stroke 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve 

Learn some basics of water safety: 

  How to pull someone in from the side from a lying position on the pool side 

  How to pull someone to the side making sure you are anchored in place and can’t be pulled in 



 How to tread water 

 How to find a floatation device to hold onto 

Revise the front crawl and back crawl. 

Learn how to swim the breast stroke arms. 

Learn how to swim the breast stroke legs. 

Learn how to move forward by timing the leg action after the arms have pulled. 

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:     Know how to swim 25 metres 

Revise some basics of water safety: 

  How to pull someone in from the side from a lying position on the pool side 

  How to pull someone to the side making sure you are anchored in place and can’t be pulled in 

 How to tread water 

 How to find a floatation device to hold onto 

Revise the front crawl and back crawl and breast stroke. 

Complete 25 metre swim unaided in any stroke.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 4:  Spring  2 

Link 1:   know how to replicate footsteps of Gene Kelly 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve 

Unit of work and lessons.  Title: ‘The old and the new’ 
Key work as stimuli: Singin’ in the Rain (1952) by Stanley Donen and Gene Kelly, American Jazz Dance. Introduce 
pupils to a different dance genre and the style of the original work in 1952 compared with 21st century dance styles 
which use historical influence. Use the contrast of this original 1952 version to the 2008 winning dance solo by 
George Sampson from the popular show tv show Britain’s Got Talent. 
This unit gives pupils the chance to learn about how historic dance styles that influence contemporary dance ideas. 
Guiding pupils understanding about the origins the Kelly American jazz dance style will require an explanation of 
Hollywood in the 1920s and the three main stars in transition in the film from silent movies to ‘talkies’. Teaching 
needs to show the most famous solo with Kelly singing the title song and using an umbrella. The unit does allow for 
teachers to choose to introduce props such as an umbrella depending on the level of skill of pupils. The idea of the 
unit  is to arrive at  final dance fusion style for a trio dance piece. In lesson 1 watch the Kelly solo and set a series of 
direct questions to help pupils analyse key features and then watch the Sampson solo. Devise a worksheet that can 
be used in 6 lessons to guide critical appreciation of style, choreograph devices and quality of performances both 
self and peer review. 
 
Warm up - use a lively warn up of running, walking, skipping, lower leg flicks/kicks, jumping to feet wide feet closed 
together, all around the studio with a bounce quality. Try to include circling pathways that are small around the solo 
dancer then expanding into wider circular using more space. Arms need to swing loosely to reflect the carefree, 
relaxed happy mood in the Kelly solo. Begin to layer the warm up each week with more complex step patters to 
include steps that cross one foot in front and behind the other then jump to feet wide open. Develop warm ups to 
include turning on 1 foot in the middle of a sequence in warm up travelling patterns. Begin to include the arm 
isolations actions and sloe kneel spin from the Sampson sol so the fusion happens in the warm as well as main 
content  
 
The unit requires the breaking down of the footwork patterns in the Kelly solo so that pupils get to learn the main 

actions in the solo, notably the crossing feet patterns and the change in gallop and skip patterns from small steps to 

wide open turning steps. The Sampson solo also need a break down of the short sharp arm isolations which also 

reflect the inversion of the knees then turning out of the legs from the knees. 

Begin with the children spread out then start with exploring the following basic actions: 
 pupils watch the teacher perform each movement and copy phrase A as a solo phrase -  include stepping, 

bouncy skipping actions that move forward and backwards, in a half circle then sideways each way, include 

heel and toe taps to flex the foot. Taking weight in different parts of the foot, dynamic range should be fluid 

and skimming dance quality, smooth gliding light dynamic 

 rehearse solo phrase A and then two tasks for the rest of the lesson - rehearse the phrase with a partner 

then choreograph a starting position far apart where the pupils as a pair decide on a travelling pathway to 

bring them to side by side to dance phrase B 

 teacher teaches start of sequence B with teaching of simple feet and leg isolations - pupils have to 

improvise to create other isolation actions and link their own movement and the taught actions into 

sequence B. In B aim for short sharp actions, staccato, give dynamic contrast phrase A.  

 pause and ask the pupils to explain how their movements changed in response to the 

music/accompaniment, use the signature song or accompaniment with the same qualities, get the pupils 

describing different movement qualities (dynamics) 

 by the end of lesson 1 ensure that pupils have two sequences completed and linked inti the start of a duet. 

 
 



Link 2:   know how to jump from one foot to another replicating the famous singing in the rain jumps 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, marbles, forehand 

Warm up - use a lively warn up of running, walking, skipping, lower leg flicks/kicks, jumping to feet wide feet closed 
together, all around the studio with a bounce quality. Try to include circling pathways that are small around the solo 
dancer then expanding into wider circular using more space. Arms need to swing loosely to reflect the carefree, 
relaxed happy mood in the Kelly solo. Begin to layer the warm up each week with more complex step patters to 
include steps that cross one foot in front and behind the other then jump to feet wide open. Develop warm ups to 
include turning on 1 foot in the middle of a sequence in warm up travelling patterns. Begin to include the arm 
isolations actions and sloe kneel spin from the Sampson sol so the fusion happens in the warm as well as main 
content  
Revise the footsteps. 
Revise sequence A and B.  
Explore how to move at speed with simple and complex stepping patterns- emphasis on agility, changes of 
direction with small and large steps, gallops, skips.   
Leaps from 1 to the other foot and jumping phrases with the feet from wide open to small closing positions with 
jumping transitions within whole phrases. 
 
 

Link 3:   know how to develop pathways while moving  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, marbles, forehand 

Warm up - use a lively warn up of running, walking, skipping, lower leg flicks/kicks, jumping to feet wide feet closed 
together, all around the studio with a bounce quality. Try to include circling pathways that are small around the solo 
dancer then expanding into wider circular using more space. Arms need to swing loosely to reflect the carefree, 
relaxed happy mood in the Kelly solo. Begin to layer the warm up each week with more complex step patters to 
include steps that cross one foot in front and behind the other then jump to feet wide open. Develop warm ups to 
include turning on 1 foot in the middle of a sequence in warm up travelling patterns. Begin to include the arm 
isolations actions and sloe kneel spin from the Sampson sol so the fusion happens in the warm as well as main 
content  
Revise the footsteps. 
Revise sequence A and B.  
Explore pathways which are curving and sweeping in large and small circles as in the Kelly film,  
Develop use diagonal pathways in the trio and the reverse of phrases to develop new material 
As a duet then trio with the use of canon and unison to create the whole trio and use phrases with the dancers 
complementing and contrasting their phrases through different levels, repetition and travel which uses semi circular 
pathways where the 3 dancers cross through each other’s pathway. 

 
 

Link 4:   know how to dance in pathways taking account for others adding to the dance 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, marbles, forehand 

Warm up - use a lively warn up of running, walking, skipping, lower leg flicks/kicks, jumping to feet wide feet closed 
together, all around the studio with a bounce quality. Try to include circling pathways that are small around the solo 
dancer then expanding into wider circular using more space. Arms need to swing loosely to reflect the carefree, 
relaxed happy mood in the Kelly solo. Begin to layer the warm up each week with more complex step patters to 
include steps that cross one foot in front and behind the other then jump to feet wide open. Develop warm ups to 
include turning on 1 foot in the middle of a sequence in warm up travelling patterns. Begin to include the arm 
isolations actions and sloe kneel spin from the Sampson sol so the fusion happens in the warm as well as main 
content  



Revise the footsteps. 
Revise sequence A and B.  
Explore pathways which are curving and sweeping in large and small circles as in the Kelly film,  
Develop use diagonal pathways in the trio and the reverse of phrases to develop new material 
As a duet then trio with the use of canon and unison to create the whole trio and use phrases with the dancers 
complementing and contrasting their phrases through different levels, repetition and travel which uses semi circular 
pathways where the 3 dancers cross through each other’s pathway. 

 
 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      Copy and learn well increasingly complex movement phrases 
taught by the teacher .Know how use ABA structure and motifs to replicate ‘singing in the rain’  
Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, marbles, forehand 

Warm up - use a lively warn up of running, walking, skipping, lower leg flicks/kicks, jumping to feet wide feet closed 
together, all around the studio with a bounce quality. Try to include circling pathways that are small around the solo 
dancer then expanding into wider circular using more space. Arms need to swing loosely to reflect the carefree, 
relaxed happy mood in the Kelly solo. Begin to layer the warm up each week with more complex step patters to 
include steps that cross one foot in front and behind the other then jump to feet wide open. Develop warm ups to 
include turning on 1 foot in the middle of a sequence in warm up travelling patterns. Begin to include the arm 
isolations actions and sloe kneel spin from the Sampson sol so the fusion happens in the warm as well as main 
content  
Revise the footsteps. 
Revise sequence A and B.  
Revise the sequence with an umbrella and using different pathways.  
Work on an ABA structure 
Introduce a range of motif developments (vary the motif through question and answer, repetition, reversal, change 
of dynamic, change of spatial orientation) 
Perform the final dance 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 4:   Summer  1 

Link 1:   know how to hold a putter and putt a golf ball 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve, orienteer 

Warm up: Orienteering – Using a simple key – R, Y, B, W. Team relays taking a cone and placing it in correct spot 

based on teacher diagram.  E.g. B, B, W, R. 

Build up difficulty by placing in a pattern rather than just straight line. Look for key features on the map, go find 

them for real. 

How can key features help us find M, K and W.  Then explore – where are we? 

Conclude by giving each pair 3 points to find (any of the following). 

T, X, E, A, F, S. 

Share read about golf. Watch a video of golfers (different ages, ethnicity, disability gender etc) putting on a green. 

Learn how to hold a putter.  

Learn how to do the putting stroke to get the ball next to the pin and into the hole/receptacle.  

Play putting games to direct the ball in the right direction. 

Learn about correct footwork and stance. 

Play putting games to gauge the weight of shot. 

 

Link 2:   know how to use angles to putt around objects and obstacles  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve, 

Warm up: Orienteering – Decision Making. Relays. 

Split children up into 6 teams. 

Order in following ways – making fair team decisions. In teams of 3 – any order they like, find the following 

individually – one at a time (symbol). 

L, T, Y, E, H. 

Then as a team find the following however they like (symbol). 

P, K, G, Q, V, W. 

Discuss how those decisions were made. 

Revise how to hold a putter, strike the ball, judge the direction and weight of shot. 

Learn how to use angles to putt around obstacles towards the goal.  

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      know how to play a simple game of crazy golf   

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve, 



Warm up: Orienteering the Map. Team Challenge. 

Outside – simple warm up. Identify North, East, South West and run to that section of the area (pitch). 

Maps handed out – discuss the idea of Orientating the Map (turning it) based on where you are stood - 2 groups 

(one per adult), go for a short walk around the playground, identity where we are at certain points using the map. 

Whilst on walk – show an Orienteering Point. 

Split children into 6 teams. Final course – 

M, F, E, A, S, U 

F, E, A, S, U, M 

E, A, S, U, M, F 

A, S, U, M, F, E 

A, S, U, M, F, E,  

S, U, M, F, E, A 

U, M, F, E, A, S 

M, F, E, A, S, U 

 

Link 1:   know how to hold a cue 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve, 

Share read about snooker.  

Watch snooker being played making note of the rules of the game and some of the angles being used to strike the 

ball. 

Learn how to hold the cue. 

Learn where on the ball to aim the cue.  

Practise and improve some of their shots.  

 

Link 2:   know how to use the sides to create angles to hit the right ball 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve, 

Share read about snooker 

Watch snooker being played making note of the rules of the game and some of the angles being used to strike the 

ball. 

Learn the importance of stance and where to put their feet. 

Revise how to hold the cue and where on the ball to aim the cue.  

Understand how they can use angles to get their ball into the pocket or around to hit another ball. 

 



Linked curriculum learning objective:     Know how to play snooker 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve, 

Share read about snooker.  

Watch snooker being played making note of the rules of the game and some of the angles being used to strike the 

ball. 

Revise how to hold the cue and where on the ball to aim the cue.  

Learn the rules of snooker and the points that match the colour of the ball. 

Play small-sided snooker games.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 4:   Summer  2 

Link 1:   know how to use the zones on a badminton court and table tennis table 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve 

Share read about badminton. 

Revise some of the shots and techniques that we already have learnt.  

Revise how to serve correctly. 

Learn about the zones of a court and where players can stand. Learn what constitutes a good serve and when a 

serve is out.  

Learn what the markings on the badminton court mean. 

Revise how to serve in table tennis. 

Learn what the markings on a table mean and why they are there. 

Learn about the zones and where players can stand. Learn what constitutes  a good serve and when a serve is out.  

 

Link 2:   know how to score points in badminton and table tennis. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve 

Share read about badminton. 

Watch a video of players playing badminton. Revise the rules and the skill of serving the shuttle.  

Revise the lines of a badminton court and where and where not the shuttle can land.  

Learn how to play forehands and backhands when returning the served shuttle.   

Play drills and exercises to practise their skills.  

http://www.playsport.net/activity/3-2-1   

Learn how to score points.  

Watch a video of table tennis players.  

Revise how to serve and what the line markings mean. 

Revise how to serve and how to hit forehands and backhands.  

Learn how to score a point.   

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:     Know how to score points in badminton and table tennis. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve, tramline, service box, 

baseline, orienteer 

Share read about badminton. 

Watch a video of players playing badminton and table tennis. 

http://www.playsport.net/activity/3-2-1

